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ER ACTIVITY

Setting aside ten to fifteen minutes for read/think/
write at the end of an ER session allows students 
to easily see changes in how they read. A steady 
increase in the average number of words between 
slashes is a clear sign that they are developing an 
ability to work with larger chunks of language. But it 
perhaps has even more value as an evaluative tool. If 
students  are  pu   ing  slashes  in  the  middle  of  syntactic  
groups (those groups of words that hang together 
naturally in a sentence), it is often an indication that 
something odd is happening with how students are 
processing a text. Reviewing their read/think/write 
notebooks can highlight students who are reading 
at an inappropriate level. In addition, spelling errors 
for high frequency words which are already a part of 
a learner’s spoken vocabulary can allow a teacher to 
identify students who are having trouble with spelling 
and sound relationships, and allow the teacher to 
provide basic reading instruction when needed.

Read/Think/Write provides the kind of clear role 
for a teacher and evidence of reading progress that 
many administrators need to lower their AAD. But 
this activity, by regularly highlighting improvement, 
reduces student anxiety as well.  And that’s important, 
because as much anxiety as an administrator might 
have around extensive reading, I find it often pales 
in comparison to the anxiety students are feeling.  
For a majority of our students, learning English has 

been a story of struggle.  They’ve been forced to read 
texts in which they have minimal interest, littered 
with language they cannot understand; even worse, 
once the text is read, it is usually only reviewed for 
the purpose of preparing for the test which looms at 
the end of the semester.  So for many of our students, 
reading classes are by nature joyless and stressful.  A 
well-structured extensive reading program combined 
with an unobtrusive extension activity like read/think/
write can convince students, slowly but surely, that 
this doesn’t have to be the case.  And that’s a pretty 
good thing, seeing as how a classroom free of ADD 
and SAD (student anxiety disorder), is a classroom 
where  everyone  can  se   le  into  a  good  book,  secure  in  
the knowledge that the joy of reading is very much the 
joy of learning. 

Kevin blogs at http://theotherthingsmatter.
wordpress.com
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Most of us, at one time or another, have had to deal with ER-induced AAD (Administrative Anxiety Disorder). In my 
experience, the viewpoint of most administrators is that ER is not teaching. I have given reports to the administration 
in two of the schools at which I have worked. Both times I drew heavily on papers by Mason and Krashen (1997), 
Bell  (2001),  and  Pigada  and  Schmi     (2006).  While  these  three  papers  off  er  ample  evidence  that  ER  leads  to  gains  in  
reading  speeds,  writing  ability,  vocabulary  acquisition,  and  a   itudes  towards  reading  itself,  in  the  end,  no  amount  
of evidence seems to quell an administrator’s anxiety. The only way to truly deal with AAD is to institute an ER 
program and wait for the students to show the gains that come through ER. Unfortunately, to convince a school 
to institute an ER component, we usually have to include extensive activities which give a more active role to the 
teacher. The real trick is finding activities which do not undermine the goals of ER in the first place, primarily 
creating a low-stress environment where reading in a foreign language becomes not a task, but a source of enjoyment. 
One  of  the  most  eff  ective  extension  activities  in  my  ER  program  is  read/think/write.
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Read/Think/Write is a variation on an activity called 
"Read and Look Up" developed by John Fanselow 
(n.d) in an unpublished booklet titled "Albabka Fur!" 
This activity was an extrapolation of an autonomous 
learning technique promoted by Michael West, ER 
pioneer and creator of the General Service List. 

RECOMMENDED FOR
Any students in an ER program with basic level writing 
skills

NEED
The students simply need the book they are reading 
during ER time, a bookmark, a pencil, and a notepad. 
The teacher should have a stopwatch or timer.

TIME 
10 to 15 minutes

PROCEDURE
The teacher gives the following instructions to students. 
1. Read from the start of your ER book
2. Remember as many words as you can easily hold in 
working memory
3. Close your book, placing the bookmark inside.
4. Write what you remember on paper. 
5. Draw a slash.
6.  Repeat   the  process  for  the  set   time.   I  have  found  7  
minutes to be long enough to obtain a useful sample of 
student work without significantly impeding student 
enjoyment.
Below are samples of students read/think/write work.

TEACHER FEEDBACK
Invariably students will make slight alterations to 
the original text as they are writing. Sometimes these 
changes will be minor spelling errors. Sometimes 
students will omit or replace a word with a synonym. In 
any  case,  students  o   en  feel  a  need  to  check  what  they  
have just written against what is in the text. But they 
are  not  to  worry  about  what  they  have  wri   en  down  in  
their notebooks. They are just to read, write, and draw a 
slash until the seven minutes is up. Then students count 
up the total number of words they wrote, the number of 
slashes they made, and divide the total words by total 
slashes to get their words per slash ratio, which is a fair 
measure of the number of words students can hold in 
their working memory.

The final step in the read/think/write activity is 
to have the students compare what they wrote with 
the text and circle any differences between the two. 
Some  of  those  diff  erences  will  be  perfectly  acceptable,  
such  as  a  student  who  wrote  down  "ʺthe  very  pre   y  girl  
was loved by her father" instead of "the most beautiful 
girl was loved by her father". The teacher collects the 
notebooks and marks each difference as "OK" or "not 
OK". This feedback helps students recognize how some 
substitutions and paraphrasings are acceptable, while 
others are not. It can help students not only develop 
good summary skills, but also develop the ability to 
use the read/think/write activity autonomously outside 
of class, as well as to become more accurate editors of 
their own writing.

READ/THINK/WRITE




